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Welcome

Dr. Walt Oler
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies

Keynote Speaker
Dr. Al Sacco Jr.
Dean, Whitacre College of Engineering

RECOGNITION OF SCHOLARS

Honorary Engineering Scholars

Outstanding Engineering Scholars

Distinguished Engineering Scholars

Exceptional Engineering Scholars

McAuley Distinguished Engineering Student Award

Recognition of Faculty

Closing Remarks

Dr. Marshall Watson
Assistant Professor
Petroleum Engineering

Dr. Andrew Jackson
Professor
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Dr. Sindee Simon
Horn Professor
Chemical Engineering

Dr. Al Sacco Jr.

Todd Knowlton
President, Smooth Fusion, Inc.
Member, Dean’s Council

Dr. Al Sacco Jr.

Dr. Al Sacco Jr.
HONORARY ENGINEERING SCHOLARS

Francisco Javier Amador
Valentin R. Baca
Nicholas Cole Brown
Jamie R. Castagno
Kirk W. Duncan
Hiron Michael Fernando
Jacob Macneely Floyd
Ryan Alan Herrick
Tyler James Hindman
Daniel Christopher Jeffrey

Scott F. Kristinek
Philip David Oliver
John Paul Papa
Michael Joseph Popolo
Nathan Dean Quisenberry
Stephen Michael Rodriguez
Michael E. Sanchez
Chelsea Marie Weir
Victoria C Wooldridge
Dylan Alexander Wright

OUTSTANDING ENGINEERING SCHOLARS

Maytham Merza Al-Alwan
Aliyu M. Aruna
Joelle Ruth Fuhrmann
Spencer Thaddeus Gill
Aline D. Goncalves
Jade Eugene Green
Clayton Wade Jordan
Trevor James Karjanis

Jeffrey A. Macha
Marcos Mbelo Mbula
Samantha J. McMahon
Fungai Patience Njunga
Elizabeth Olufunmilayo Olokode
Eric Kurt Otto
Jacob Tanner Williams
Lane Ryan Wise

DISTINGUISHED ENGINEERING SCHOLARS

William Tucker Courtney
Taylor D. Niehues
Haris Okanovic

Allison Kate Pyssen
David Wesley Watkins

EXCEPTIONAL ENGINEERING SCHOLARS

Daniel Wade Albus

Dustin Lucas Drueckhammer

2011 McAULEY AWARD RECIPIENT

Joelle Ruth Fuhrmann

McAULEY AWARD FINALISTS

Corey Brazenec
Jade Eugene Green
Daniel Christopher Jeffrey
Eric Kurt Otto
RECOGNITION OF FACULTY AND STAFF

Ronald Hedden Chemical
Sindee Simon Chemical
Ted Wiesner Chemical
Andrew Jackson Civil and Environmental
William Lawson Civil and Environmental
Audra Morse Civil and Environmental
Ken Rainwater Civil and Environmental
Heyward Ramsey Civil and Environmental
Jennifer Rice Civil and Environmental
Sanjaya Senadheera Civil and Environmental
Andrew Swift Civil and Environmental
Alan Barhorst Mechanical
Jamie Perez Petroleum
Marshall Watson Petroleum